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Newsletter 69 : Say it with colour

31/03/2015

Dear reader,
When spring starts, we already
think about the summer here at
Prefamac. A machine in a
wonderful colour? A coloured April
fish (here in Belgium and other
countries we call April Fool’s Day
also “April Fish”)? Or hollow figures
to dream away with?
A lot of reading pleasure and this
time we have maaaaaaaaany
pictures … and of course, you can
always find more pictures and
video’s on www.prefamac.com.
The direct link for the video's is
http://www.prefamac.com/en/video
s
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Machines in the colour of your logo
We all work. And we definitely all work hard. But to make this as pleasant as possible,
we could give a little colour to out working environment. For example with a coloured
chocolate machine, of which of course the contact points with chocolate remain in
stainless steel. The Inspire is here the absolute smasher : our smallest automatic
tempering machine with a content of 15 kg, followed by the models of 30 and 60kg. And
also the corresponding enrober belt of 18cm, together with the blowing unit, paper roll
and detailer lie upon a coloured trolley. Fun, also for the customers that can enjoy from
behind a glass wall.
Click on more photos to see some colours in detail, but also the bigger Continua’s that
can only be produced in stainless steel. The 3in1 moulding machines, that are sold with
coloured cabinets underneath (mostly heating cabinets) are also shown.
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1 april or for the summer ?
In Belgium, but perhaps also in other countries 1st April is THE day to fool a colleague,

friend, a parent, … with a practical joke. In the newspaper for example, you can read that
you will be getting back half of your taxes, or that all of a sudden a heat wave is coming
in the spring. This 1st April is always symbolized with an “April Fish”. With our FISHES1
chocolate mould, you will have two different fishes combined in one mould. These will
also be very handy for the upcoming summer, together with our sea stars, sea horses,
boats, Frisbees, … or for the climbers among us: ICE ROCK, TOWER or WHIPPED.
Click on more photos, where we will show you the two fishes in different colours, but
also their sunny friends.

Hollow figures in all colours
For every possible holiday, sports event,… hollow figures are always a fun gift for big and small.
For this reason, we would like to congratulate the company Hans Brunner from Germany with
their 80th Birthday this month, because for the last 80 years they have been ensuring that
chocolate can be produced in the most creative and qualitatively best moulds. And this all over
the world, as Brunner also exports like our company to more than 100 countries. After the
hollow figures, Prefamac follows with the spinners (for the distribution in the mould), with
heating tunnels (for a glossy / shiny result), with cooling tunnels (for an optimal cooling), …
Click on more photos where we will show you the necessary machines for a production of
hollow figures. And a nice video for Easter eggs is
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6NsPu7qD2A&list=PLXQq0B0wPDPxivbpPIEbzgNqRNoflI
AeO&index=4
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